Resolution
Revolution

Punitive, restrictive goals for the new year are out; self-acceptance and healing are in
By Liza Monroy

L

ose 10 pounds! Give up sugar forever!—traditionally,
these are the kinds of messages promoted in start-theyear-off-right books. For 2023, new titles instead suggest forgoing drastic changes in favor of attainable
improvements and deep inner work.
“A January juice cleanse is not going to solve your problems,”
says psychiatrist Pooja Lakshmin, founder and CEO of women’s
mental-health digital platform Gemma and author of Real SelfCare (Penguin Life, Mar. 2023). “The new year is the perfect
time to reflect on commodified self-care.” Lakshmin agrees with
the stance other authors are taking on new year’s resolutions
and beyond: pay attention to individual needs instead of what
societal messaging and marketing tries to sell.

Change your mind, not your body

Fitness, wellness, and body-positivity influencer and coach
Chrissy King makes the case that real self-care is rooted in self-

love in The Body Liberation Project (Tiny Reparations, Mar.
2023), unpacking how social and racial justice intersect with
the fitness, diet, and wellness industry. “Most of our ideas
about our bodies are rooted in white supremacy,” King says.
She proposes that the energy expended on obsessing over some
arbitrary ideal weight, for example, would be better spent
on more high-stakes collective causes such as working to
eradicate racial injustice.
Sociologist Shanita Hubbard’s Ride or Die, a manifesto for
Black women’s well-being that PW’s review called “an
authentic and cathartic call for change,” likewise advocates
for recognizing destructive messages and pursuing healing in
the Black community. Krishan Trotman, v-p and publisher at
Legacy Lit, which is releasing the book in November, says
Hubbard rejects the concept that a Black woman must have
“a willingness to literally kill for her man,” be “silent about
her pain,” or function as panacea for conflict or sorrow in her
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family. “We all know the ride-or-die chick,” Trotman says. “Or
we are her, giving our time, money, and lives to others while
putting our well-being on the back burner.”

Muse more

Other forthcoming titles broaden the scope of new year’s resolutions with a little help from philosophy—not mastering
Kantian ethics, but rather addressing big questions about moral
values, finding the sublime in the everyday, and understanding
one’s deeper motivations. Katherine May’s previous books
include the 2020 memoir Wintering: The Power of Rest and Retreat
in Difficult Times, which has sold 107,000 print copies. Her
February Riverhead release, Enchantment, takes a similarly

holistic view of engagement with vs. time away from the world,
reawakening wonder and awe in order to “enter into a more
fluid, curious relationship with the world around us,” says
Jynne Dilling, deputy publisher at Riverhead.
What Do You Want Out of Life? (Jan. 2023) by University of
Minnesota philosophy professor Valerie Tiberius is an “accessible
guide,” per PW’s review, to better understanding personal values.
Behind quotidian goals “loom larger and more fundamental
questions such as: why these resolutions?” says Princeton University
Press publisher Rob Tempio, who edited the book. Understanding
these deeper motivators enables readers “to choose the right goals
and resolutions for ourselves,” he says, so that “we’ll stand a better
chance of achieving them—or scrapping some altogether.”

12 TIPS FOR A HAPPIER-YOU YEAR
These forthcoming titles ditch the traditional resolution model—superficial makeover; frustrating setup for failure—in
favor of achievable change and self-acceptance. Here are a dozen goals that won’t expire or exhaust come February.
➤ APOLOGIZE AND MEAN IT
Sorry, Sorry, Sorry
Marjorie Ingall and Susan McCarthy. Gallery,
Jan. 2023
Ingall and McCarthy have been analyzing apologies in news, pop culture, literature, and
politics since 2012, documenting their observations on their website SorryWatch.com. In
the book, they tackle why apologizing is so difficult and why
apologies so often fail, breaking down what makes a good
apology into six parts. PW’s review called it “an accessible and
well-informed resource for navigating difficult conversations.”
➤ APPRECIATE THE LITTLE THINGS
Microjoys
Cyndie Spiegel. Penguin Life, Mar. 2023
Spiegel (A Year of Positive Thinking, 207,000
print copies sold) offers essays and prompts
about little things that bring great happiness,
such as walking into a favorite spice shop,
spending time in nature, and finding beauty in
perceived physical flaws such as freckles or gap teeth.
Microjoys, she writes, are a subtle and accessible “practice
of discerning joy in any moment.”
➤ AWAKEN TO EXPERIENCE
Life in Five Senses
Gretchen Rubin. Crown, Apr. 2023
After an eye exam uncovers Rubin’s high likelihood of getting
a detached retina that would threaten her eyesight, The
Happiness Project author walks New York City’s streets
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feeling “as if every knob in my brain had suddenly been dialed
to its maximum setting.” The transcendent 20-minute walk
sparks an undertaking to study her five senses, tuning into
these perceptions to connect more deeply to the moment so
that readers might also mindfully do the same.
➤ BET ON YOURSELF
Help Is on the Way
Kountry Wayne, with Mim Eichler Rivas. Harmony, Apr. 2023
Comedian Wayne’s prescriptive memoir builds a case for the
importance of having faith. Chronicling his journey from the
small town of Millen, Ga., to earning over a million dollars
a year performing stand-up, Wayne centers his advice to
readers on concepts of self-love and trusting that “the
universe has got you.”
➤ CUT YOUR LOSSES
Graceful Exits
Geri Reid Suster. Rowman & Littlefield, Nov.
Releasing old relationships that no longer serve
you—collegial, familial, friendly, or romantic—
with dignity and compassion is the premise of
journalist and business consultant Suster’s
book of advice for kinder, more intentional ways of moving on.
Suster encourages readers to reflect on how they can thoughtfully sever ties while maintaining their sanity and dignity.
➤ EMBRACE ECCENTRICITY
How to Be Weird
Eric G. Wilson. Penguin, Nov.
Wilson (Against Happiness) returns with a celebration of letting
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Make peace with the past

Some authors emphasize that future change is rooted in the
past, suggesting that this new year can be all about doing the
inner work of understanding and healing from trauma, whether
it originated in childhood or stems from a romantic relationship
or toxic friendship. Tara Schuster (Buy Yourself the F*cking Lilies,
116,000 print copies sold), says she hopes her new book, Glow
in the F*cking Dark (Dial, Feb. 2023), helps readers realize they
already possess “agency to change their lives, and the world if
they want,” within. “There’s nothing external they need to
seek,” she says.
With the guided journal Reclaim & Recover (Page Street, Dec.),
certified relationship coach Tara

Blair Ball offers strategies to

your freak flag fly. In this guide to “welcom[ing]
the unconventional with humor and insight” (per
PW’s review), he proposes 99 ways to reframe
weirdness as, he writes, “essential to a compelling life.” Exercises such as “Forge a New
Identity,” “Rearrange Your Childhood Bedroom,”
and “Conjure Your Own Medieval Monster”
encourage readers to explore “unprecedented,
unpredictable, unrepeatable” parts of oneself.
➤ FIND BALANCE
The Way of Nagomi
Ken Mogi. The Experiment, Jan. 2023
Nagomi, or “a sense of ease, emotional balance, well-being,
and calmness,” is a Japanese concept that anyone can embrace, neuroscientist Mogi writes in this “insightful manual,”
per PW’s review. He encourages positive relationships with
loved ones, learning new things while staying true to oneself,
and finding a sense of internal peace no matter
what is going on in one’s life.
➤ LET IT GO
The Perfectionist’s Guide to Losing Control
Katherine Morgan Schafler. Portfolio, Jan. 2023
Psychotherapist Schafler, who works with perfectionists in her private practice in New York
City, encourages them to view perfectionism as
a “strength” to be harnessed. She outlines five types of
perfectionist—classic, Parisian, procrastinator, messy, and intense—proposing tips for each type. Her “thoughtful treatment
of perfectionism offers a fresh perspective,” per PW’s review.
➤ LOVE THE MOM YOU ARE
Screaming on the Inside
Jessica Grose. Mariner, Dec.
New York Times Opinion and parenting newsletter writer Grose
does away with the notion that the ideal mother is an

help readers heal from unhealthy relationships. Each of the
seven steps—e.g., “Narrating Your Toxic Relationship” and
“Softening Emotions”—is accompanied by journal prompts
that lead readers in analyzing the relationship and forging
through the healing process. The book’s editor, Madeline
Greenhalgh, says Ball emphasizes regaining a sense of self and
building confidence after exiting a toxic relationship.
Licensed marriage and family therapist Vienna Pharaon
explores how we recreate patterns learned in childhood in our
adult relationships in The Origins of You (Feb. 2023). Putnam
executive editor Michelle Howry, who edited the title, says that
“family patterns affect every relationship in our lives—romantic,
platonic, how we show up at work, and how we show up for

Instagram-worthy bastion of calm who produces well-coiffed
and well-behaved children with seemingly no effort. “Mothers
struggling to keep their heads above water will find camaraderie in this empathetic outing,” per PW’s review. (See our
q&a with Grose, “Mom vs. the Machine,” on p. 20.)
➤ PLAY BETTER
The Fun Habit
Mike Rucker. Atria, Jan. 2023
In what PW’s review called a “cheerful debut trumpeting the importance of joy,” organizational psychologist Rucker pushes back against what he calls
the “trap” of seeking happiness in favor of loving
your life now. His road map is geared toward helping readers
inject playfulness and wonder back into busy, stressful lives.
➤ QUIT OVERTHINKING
Pretty Sure You’re Fine
David Vienna. Chronicle, Nov.
In this humor/self-help combo, parenting content creator
Vienna titles each chapter with excuses and self-flagellations,
such as “I Keep Cheating on My Diet,” “I’m Too Tired to
Exercise,” and “I Don’t Know What Mindfulness Is,” reassuring readers their as-is condition is probably just great. For
2023, the pressure’s off.
➤ VALUE DOWNTIME
Hanging Out
Sheila Liming. Melville House, Jan. 2023
Liming, an associate professor of communications and creative
media at Champlain College in Vermont, makes the case for
spending more unstructured time with others as a cure for the
distraction and isolation stemming from digital devices and
online life. She defines hanging out as giving oneself permission to do nothing much, especially in the company of
others, which she sees as a daring act in our productivityobsessed society.
—L.M.
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ourselves.” Because these ways of interacting are so ingrained,
Howry notes, such connections are “often invisible to us.”

Maintain focus

In Attention Span (Hanover Square, Jan. 2023), Gloria Mark, a
professor in the department of informatics at the University of
California, Irvine, asks readers to consider how we’ve “developed
new habits, expectations, and cultural practices” because of technological devices. “Electronic devices are meant to extend our
capabilities,” Mark says, but the flip side is that keeping up with
email, news, social media, and work projects thwarts our capacity
to focus and leaves us exhausted instead of productive. The book

explores strategies for regaining agency in our complicated relationship with tech, multitasking, and the relentless drive for
productivity, and how to make peace with a fast-paced world.
Those seeking a creative outlet for their newfound focus may
turn to the Wall Street Journal obituary writer James R. Hagerty,
who in Yours Truly (Citadel, Dec.; a “compassionate outing,” per
PW’s review) makes the case for writing one’s life story. Answering
such questions as “What were you trying to do with your life?
Why? And how did it pan out?” he says, is “a way to assess
whether you’re on the right track.” His take on new year’s resolutions is in line with those of other forthcoming titles discussed
here: “It’s never too late to improve the narrative.” 
■

MOM VS. THE MACHINE
PW talks with Jessica Grose

Over the past 200 years, American culture
has become more individualistic and less
community-minded. When I sold the book,
the title was All-Powerful and Totally Useless,
because that’s what mothers are constantly
told that we are—everything you do is so
consequential for your children, but society
doesn’t value you at all, or the act of caretaking, or raising children. Ultimately, it’s this
individualistic culture that’s at the root of it.
Although everyone I interviewed came from
different backgrounds, there was the same thread
of “I’m doing something wrong, I could have done
this better, I’m failing in some way.” Hearing that
over and over is powerful because it’s universal.

Where do these impossible standards come
from?
There’s so much beneath the surface of our experiences that’s contradictory and strange. We can’t afford to
work but we also can’t afford to stay home, despite pressure to do both simultaneously. It’s an unreasonable and
unsustainable situation. So many times while doing the
research and talking to parents, it was clear that the
random array of expectations we’re all living under not only
make no sense but are in direct contradiction with each
other. There’s no way we can be all these things at all the
same time. In the book, I quote Ann Crittenden’s writing in
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Why are American moms so stressed?

judith ebenstein

In Screaming on the Inside (Mariner, Dec.), New York Times opinion and parenting newsletter writer Jessica Grose explains
the ways in which “morally charged” American cultural narratives and societal messaging hurt mothers, selling them fake
images of perfection. Grose spoke with PW about how the roots of these unrealistic expectations run deep in U.S. history
and how becoming aware of systemic sources of stress and perfectionism can lead to greater self-compassion.
The Price of Motherhood—“all of the lip
service to motherhood still floats in the air,
as insubstantial as clouds of angel dust”—
and it rings so true for modern moms.

How does social media cultivate unrealistic
expectations of mothers?
Most of us are savvy enough to know, at
least intellectually, that these idealized
images on social media are not real life. And
yet we still perform it back ourselves and we
internalize it as what we “should” be doing.
Humans are social animals; we compare ourselves,
which is normal. But just having that many images
in your face of the most lacquered perfection does
something to your brain.

What pressing systemic changes are in the works?
I, and lots of other people, have been writing for
years about how all these systems that surround
American mothers are shoddy and underfunded. No childcare, no paid leave—things that are table stakes in most
wealthy democracies, we don’t have them. The thing that
gives me the greatest hope is legislation proposing paid
parental leave. More states passed paid leave as the book
was being written. Everyone can understand that newborn
babies need a lot of attention and care, and biological
mothers need time to recover. It’s among the most popular
of the changes that would help parents. 
—L.M.

